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Summary

The PAM Mesoscale Microconference was held to get interaction with 
prospective users and to start the planning for system operational use. The 
system also was reviewed at the FOF Advisory Panel meeting. Both meetings 
gave us confidence that we are building a very useful system.

As a result of a series of review meetings with RAF, we have reached 
agreement on the basic specifications and design approach of the New ARIS 
system for data acquisition on the light aircraft. Funds have been trans
ferred to RSF, and major long-lead items have been ordered.

A contract was let for the aircraft and control system of the Meteorological 
Drone, with delivery expected about 15 May.

Dropsonde - Justin Smalley

Omega winds are done for Phase II. Phase III is partly done. PTH is 
working in the corrections for the thermistor error due to thermistor location 
in the nose and for the case when wind data exists and PTH does not.

Four sondes were dropped from the Electra over Marshall at 2000 ft. and 
250 knots, indicated. All four parachutes deployed properly, so we didn't get 
clear answers on possible failure mechanisms. A low-level effort will continue 
for some time in this area.

Tracor started on software 29 April. Better late than never. We plan to 
go to Tracor 5/10/75 to review plans, schedule, etc.

PAM - Fred Brock (022)

The PAM Mesoscale Microconference was held as scheduled on 7, 8 and 9 April 
with results reported separately. We consider this conference a success in 
achieving positive interaction with university scientists. The project status also 
was reported to the FOF Advisory Panel on 17 April.

A communications test was run on April 15th between PSRB-3 and a site southeast 
of Parker. The path is approximately 50 miles long and non-line-of-sight. The 
test demonstrated that communications is possible over this distance. One surprise 
was encountered; the command link was more error free than the data link. An 
investigation is underway to determine the cause of this.

Don Henecke has been making great progress in laying out 10 pc cards and has 
six redrawn, laid out and checked. This work must yet be checked.

Cliff Murino

Dave Bargen 7 ' C-£
RSF Monthly Status Report - April 1975
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The prototype base station power amplifier was completed and tested 
with satisfactory results. The amplifier can deliver 35 watts of r.f. power, 
but will be run at the 20 watt level.

Calibration of the wind sensor and pressure port has been delayed because 
the wind tunnel has been down for about six weeks. We haven't been able to get 
an estimate of when it will be repaired.

The disk has been out for repair 8 weeks now; the latest repair estimate 
is $3,500.; delivery is still uncertain. Both the cost and schedule seem 
unreasonable, and need follow-up.

Meteorological Drone - Justin Smalley (028)

Three proposals were received for a drone based on our specifications and 
discussions with all three proposers. All proposals were very good. The sup
plier chosen is Hobby Specialties, located within a block of PSRB-3. The drone 
will have a wind span of eight feet and a payload capability of up to ten pounds. 
The payload compartment is 6 in x 6 in x 16 in and can be enlarged. Delivery 
will be about 15 May. Parts for the met system and telemetry link are still 
coming in so construction has not started.

Research Data Support System (RDSS) - George Saum (029)

System design is being formulated, with current plans to try the down- 
converted I.F. recording approach rather than a recombination of I & Q for 
the video recorder.

A decision has been made to recommend purchase of 2 Sony video tape 
recorders. The video cassette models are especially attractive because of 
their color capability, 2 audio tracks and ease of tape handling in the field.

Purchase orders for the computer, CRT terminal, racks were initiated. 
Computer delivery is around Sept. 1. Still unresolved are purchases of modem, 
card reader, paper tape reader and punch, and magnetic tape system.

With Ken's help Mike has assembled a pseudo-IBM 2780 terminal using equip
ment ultimately destined for RDSS; borrowed from PAM; and borrowed from RAF.
A number of hardware and software options need to be specified by the CF before 
we can deliver the system for their use.

Viking - Hal Cole (030)

The breadboard MEA was delivered to Jim Tillman on 11 April. Jim is 
presently using the breadboard to checkout the test set that we will use during 
this summers Science Testing and next years mission. Hal obtained some of the 
files from the Martin Company's Meteorology experiment project engineer, as he 
is scheduled to go off the program in the near future and submitted a new 
budget to Dr. Hess for continued support for FY'76 and 77.
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Lyman-Alpha Hygrometer - Arden Buck (032)

A number of tests were conducted to isolate an anomaly in the calibration 
algorithms. In addition, old tests were reanalyzed to uncover past occurances. 
The results point to one source or detector which evidently has properties 
different from the others. It is entirely possible that other sources possess 
this property, but to much less extent.

Next step: two more chamber tests, then run spectra on sources. The 
LASP spectrometer will be available by mid-May.

Field Data Recorder - Mike Duncan (033)

The three new recorders have arrived. Mike will design an interface to 
the PAM remote station and Jacques will build the interface. Fred needs to write 
some code to drive them. We plan to test all 3 units during the summer.

Pressure Sensor Development - Vic Borgogno (034)

Two electronic boards have been assembled and partially checked out. 
Mechanical drawings of the pressure sensor have been submitted to the shop.
The pressure tank is now being tested to determine the leak rate.

Buoy Pressure Sensor - Julian Pike (036)

The remaining 3 Hamilton Standard sensors and their boards were checked 
out and sent to NDBO with Ed Michelina on 21 April. It is his plan to get 
one in a buoy, probably moored, in time for first satellite operation in the 
latter part of June. With hardware and manual delivery, 036 is now largely 
completed.

CP4 Radar Antenna System - Paul Johnson (039)

The pedestal has been returned to the Mesa where the dish mount has been 
fitted and the base extension mounting holes have been matched drilled. Four 
servomotors with blowers are in hand and await overhaul. The synchros have 
been received. Final pedestal assembly awaits shop manpower.

A review session was held with Bill Bragg on the trailer system and a list 
of about 15 items he wants changed was prepared. Lambdin is changing the nec
essary drawings. Authorization was received on 2 April to proceed with work on 
the erection crane and the trailer. Material for these 2 projects has been 
ordered.

CP4 Radar Controller - Vic Borgogno (042)

Board layouts have been generated by Bob King along with front panel layout 
and partial chassis assembly. All parts have been ordered with the exception of
3 or 4 minor items. We have begun to receive parts and hope to be going full 
speed by May 15.
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FGGE Buoy Barometer - Julian Pike (043)

We will soon have three pressure sensors for PAM ready to test. These 
will provide an input for directions to take on the buoy sensor. Julian is 
currently exploring some alternatives to our present encoding scheme which 
would hopefully get at our two biggest problems - temperature and long term 
stability. $4,900. has been transferred to RSF for the project; components 
will be ordered shortly.

Julian had a long conversation with Ed Kerut of NDBO regarding the use 
of a microprocessor for Tiros N buoys. Julian's advice was generally affirmative, 
with considerable discussion of pros and cons. Because of dry battery operation 
for months, the only viable possibility is a processor in CMOS.

New ARTS System (047) - Mike Duncan (047)

Mike has ordered the processor, display terminal, magnetic tape system, 
and supporting utility software. Processor delivery is around Sept. 1, but 
documentation necessary for our design work can be delivered much sooner. The 
current plan is that Vic and Jacques will work with Mike on this project. System 
design and analysis work is moving along well.

Machine Shop & Design - Hewett/Johnson

T28 Cannon Camera - The large wing pylon design has been discarded after 
much discussion and round pods supported on bomb pylons has been substituted.
Some compromise in lighting effectiveness is the result, although structural and 
safety (FAA.) problems are greatly diminished. Howard is doing the new design.

University of Chicago Camera - A purchase order with University of Chicago 
has been agreed to whereby we will provide shop support after 15 June to a max
imum of $3,000.

Sequential Sampler Valve (Langer/AQM) - Lambdin has completed the detail 
drawings and a new system will be built as soon as manpower is available.

H.F. System Chassis (Exner/GAMP) - An all aluminum enclosure has been 
designed to hold the H.F. transmitter board. Seven units have been fabricated, 
annodized, and delivered.

Shop Projects During April

1. Air Sampling equipment for 3 aircraft for Delany (AGM)
2. Ion counter and assembly equipment for Grayek (N.Y. University)
3. Payload roll cages for Palestine (SBF)
4. Queenair nose boom for Zrubek (RAF)
5. Balloon air sampler work for Lueb (AQM)
6. Gust Probe parts for Danninger (RAF)
7. Two small jobs for NCAR maintenance
8. Hygrometer rework for Buck (RSF)
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9. Pressure transducer test chamber revisions for Borgogno (RSF)
10. Dischrometer parts for NHRE
11. Hail frames and ice crystal apparatus for Knight (AQM)
12. H.F. System enclosures for Exner (GAMP)
13. Interferometer conversion for Shelden and Mankin (AAP)
14. Plaques for UCAR
15. Laser mirror mounts for Frush (FOF)
16. Ellipse mirror development for Grams-Wyman (AAP)
17. Reverse flow temp, sensor for Zrubek (RAF)
18. Chaff dispenser mount for Zrubek (RAF)
19. CP4 Radar work for FOF
20. Numerous panel engraving and annodizing jobs.

Shop Development Projects

Earl Morrison has notable progress in the plating shop on two interesting 
projects. The first is a photo-development of nickel and black image on brass. 
The second is a process for plating nickel on aluminum which is bery interesting 
for several aircraft instrumentation applications.

General Comments

Shop workload is very heavy at the present time. Hewett and Johnson both 
had a very successful trip to the design show. Ed Lambdin moved to the Mesa 
May 1. Hewett is proceding with estimates on plating shop rework.

Instrument Shop - Dale McKay

32 calibrations and 6 repairs were accomplished on RSF equipment during 
April. In addition, 11 repairs were completed for other groups. Currently, 
the backlog totals 24 calibrations and 4 repairs.

Some progress has been made on the organization of IRAC procedures, 
however, this area will still require some work.

Documentation - Lynn Post

PAM - Completed summary of PAM Mesoscale Microconference, and mailed 
it 1 May to participants.

Article from Brock on PAM submitted to AMS Bulletin.

Buoy Pressure Sensor Manual - Final printed copies were delivered to 
John Masterson who has in turn mailed copies to users. Lynn should be receiving 
a distribution list from him soon.

Public Relations - 2 articles in staff notes, one in newsletter.

END OF MEMO

DWB/cen


